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Department of physics of Sullamussalam science college organised a 

career and opportunities counselling session for student of physics department 

on 11 October 2019 in seminar hall of SS college. 85 students had participated 

in that session. Career decision play a pivotal role in shaping the future growth 

and development of students. In oday's environment if multiple option knowing 

about choices available help students in their decision making process. The 

resource person for this session was Mr. Muhammed Riyas.M, a chief 

psychologist and career coach Viead edventure Kozhikode. The session aimed 

at making the student aware of multiple career option available. Mr. 

Muhammed Riyas . M introduced various career option like research, lab 

supervisor, scientist etc for physics gradate. He also shared information 

regarding leading universities and various courses available. And he shared the 

benefits of premier universities over other universities, their syllabus, courses, 

activities etc, He spread out the career option in public sectors and went on talk 

about MBA as career opportunity due to many plus 

 

point attached and job stacks opportunity. He suggested a few good colleges to 

consider like TIM'S, GIM, symbiosis and Welling kav. He also covered higher 

studies at abroad for students. He spoke of different seholarship available for 

students. Mr Muhammed Riyas urged the students not to make decision based 

on family expectation and peer pressure. He guided the students to identify their 

interest and what they are good at. And he cautioned that. Passion and 



perseverance can only help us to achieve our goal. He also advised them to plan 

multiple activities during vacation to hone their skill. And he also shared 

different online courses available for students like edx, swayam, NPTL etc. At 

the end of session, he advised them to make more passion and perseverance to 

achieve goal. The session was informative and enriching for students. 

 

 



 











 


